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Introduction

Dreams are the workshop of evolution.
—Sandor Ferenczi

^
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I’ve often wondered how many of us would willingly make a journey that
we knew at the outset would be frightening. Would Frodo have gone to return
the Ring of Power if he truly understood the terrible adventure in store for
him? Some degree of fear is ever present as we grow, because we humans are
caught in a paradox: Growth requires that we change, yet as a species we are
born to fear change as we fear the night—the dark womb of the Unknown.
Yet the dark night holds tremendous healing power. If we learn how to use
them, our nightly dreams can serve as both a compass and a guide in life’s
journey. This is a perennial truth that underlies virtually every spiritual tradition on our Earth. Buddha told of five dreams that caused his spiritual awakening.1 Mohammed received his own spiritual calling from a dream that inspired
the sacred Muslim holy book—the Qur’an.2 The Old Testament emphasized
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the importance of dreams when God spoke to Moses, saying, “If there be a
prophet among you I will…speak to him in a dream.”3 Jacob of course, dreamed
of a ladder to heaven on top of which God stood and promised that Jacob’s
offspring would spread throughout the world.4 In the Christian tradition
Joseph is told of the source of Mary’s pregnancy in a dream and instructed to
name the child Jesus.5 In Native American and many other indigenous cultures
dreams have always been an integral part of the spiritual life of the community,
used to teach, guide, heal, and prophesy.
Dreams push us to find a new way—
Our dreams unfold with
and in so doing, prompt us to confront spiritual
an undeniable sequence
questions we may never have considered.
and purpose—urging us
Toward what end, what purpose are your
to rid ourselves of valdreams urging you in this lifetime? Where
ues learned from our
are they leading you—and why?
families and collective
The desire to open to new experience and
culture that now susunleash life energy, versus the desire for the
tain only our unhappifamiliar and permanent, is a prime example
ness, and prevent our
of what analyst Carl Jung called our struggle
necessary growth.
with the “tension of opposites.”6 We suffer
in this struggle for lack of a compassionate,
objective mentor—a source from which to receive guidance about our nature,
attitudes, and actions—and deliverance from the places in which we find ourselves consistently stuck. We turn again and again to family, friends, lovers,
therapists, or clergy for help in discovering the truth about ourselves. Sadly, we
are often disappointed. This is because we are all wounded by life, and those
we depend on are limited in their ability to serve as reliable guides.
When we persist in seeking others’ advice, their very human perspective and
judgment becomes the flawed mirror and measure of our self-esteem. Trying to
base our self-image on the shifting and biased judgments of others can be thought
of as looking for a true reflection in a circus house of distorted mirrors.
The answer to our human dilemma lies in finding a compassionate mirror
for our suffering. Although meditation and prayer are powerful sources of help,
in the Zohar, an ancient Hebrew text, it is said that our dreams are our “closedeye”7 wisdom, the wisdom of our inner knowing—and the most direct source
of consistent guidance and healing available to us.
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For the last 30 years of my life as a therapist, and the last 20 as a
dreamworker, I’ve helped clients transcend their fears and find the courage to
change. In serving as their guide, and in my own experience, I’ve developed a
deep and abiding reverence for the healing power of dreams. But I also slowly
awakened to the broader reality of their spiritual meaning and value. Yes, dreams
do point to where we are stuck and in conflict, but they always offer a new,
wiser perspective as well—one that we could never have conceived of consciously. A powerful sequence of dreams that I had (which I will share with you
later in this book) changed my life and coalesced what I knew, professionally
and personally, about dreams.
Over time what I was learning from these dreams drew me to deepen my
understanding of two great pioneers in the field of consciousness studies: Carl
Jung and Joseph Campbell. Swiss analyst Carl Jung spoke about how our dreams
and our psyche draw their wisdom from a deeper well of knowledge that Jung
called our “Collective Unconscious.”8 Joseph Campbell spent his life distilling
the essential lessons that myth, fairytales, and fables teach us about life. He
concluded that every one of these stories share in common a four-stage pattern
or sequence he called the Heroic or Mythic Journey.9 The four phases of the
Journey may be described in brief as: The Calling, Quest, Illumination, and
Return. Campbell showed us how these
stages chart our perennial search for meaning
As you learn the
and heart in life—the reason he said we must
simple language with
“follow our bliss.”10
which dreams speak to
I’ve also been a lifelong student of
you each night, you’ll
Buddhist and Asian philosophy. As I studied
find a compassionate
dreams over the years, I found that my
mentor. Our dreams
dreams and those of the many thousands of
are both the gateway
others I’ve worked with reflect the view of
and mirror we seek.
reality embodied in Buddhist as well as Asian
thought generally. Much as certain schools
of Buddhism assert that dreams are powerful sources of assistance and can serve
as a path to awakened consciousness, my spiritual practice evolved based on
the guidance provided by my own dreams.
I found that the recurring nature of specific dream motifs and imagery serve
as lessons in mindfulness about the attitudes necessary to achieve expanded or
awakened consciousness. Interestingly, when these very Buddhist-like lessons are
practiced in waking life, our dreams affirm the progress we have made and
provide us with new experiences of expanded consciousness from which to learn.
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You may have read that there are
many types of dreams, such as problemsolving dreams, healing dreams, spiritual
or archetypal dreams, turning-point
dreams, and so on. However, I have found
that the type of dream we have is less
important than the purpose our dream
serves in helping us to identify the stage
or time of our Journey and the lessons in
mindfulness we must learn to progress
along our path.
This discovery is at the heart of
Mindful Dreaming. Our dreams do not
simply reflect conflicts in our lives, or try
to make us healthier on some popular psychological scale of self-esteem. Rather,
they prompt and lead us, actually suggesting a direction we need to take in life
and a way to achieve the mindfulness required to get there. Whether in regard
to relationships, career problems, or creative blocks, dreams can offer perspective
and guidance well beyond our immediate conflicts.
Mindful Dreaming is a guidebook that offers you an entirely new perspective
on the nature of dreaming—one that will help you discern the relevance of
your nightly dreams to your daily experiences and, more importantly, to the stages of
mindfulness and growth on your own life Journey.
Distilled from thousands of dreams shared by clients, friends, and myself,
what follows is a much-needed map and manual that will serve as a foundation
for a lifelong, fulfilling spiritual practice—a field guide for your own daily
Journey through life.
Mindful Dreaming is a highly practical book. As you read about each phase
of your Journey you’ll find many exercises to help you embody the healing
energy of each night’s dreams. With your new understanding of dreams, and
the Mythic Journey stages to which they correspond, you’ll have the keys to
mindfulness on your spiritual path. Most importantly, you’ll come to view
even your most painful times in life as a necessary step in the natural cycle of
growth to which the Journey is always calling us.
You’ll also learn that every dream contains a Dream Mentor who will teach
you one of 10 lessons in mindfulness needed to transcend the fear that suffocates
Inspired by these perennial ideas, Mindful
Dreaming’s simple
model reminds us that
every dream has a place,
meaning, and purpose—
a lesson in mindfulness—
corresponding to the
stage of the Mythic
Journey in which we find
ourselves.
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your full potential, release chronic conflict in relationships, and discover your
own path to the quality of love you want to receive and give.
As your dreams help you release the old wounds and collective values with
which you were raised, you will open to an expanded consciousness of lifesustaining values. You will also unearth the passionate energy trapped beneath
the self-defeating attitudes that have kept you stuck, frustrated, and unfulfilled in
your life.
In fact, because every dream image is a hologram of living, healing energy
on which you can draw, you’ll discover that dreamwork releases energy that
you will actually feel in your body. Work with your dreams will literally open
you to a fresher, fuller, more immediate experience of life.
In the coming chapters you’ll discover more about dreamwork as a spiritual
practice. You’ll learn how your dreams and Dream Mentors teach the values of
mindfulness you need to make progress through the four recurring phases of
your own personal life journey—the Calling,
Quest, Illumination, and Return. In this proIf you’re stagnating in
cess, your understanding of the perennial
a job or career that’s not
spiritual values you’ve heard about all your
your heart’s path, or
life will be enriched and renewed. You’ll find
you seem to have everythat your Dream Mentors address the same
thing but feel empty
10 core lessons in mindfulness taught by our
inside, this book will
spiritual traditions throughout the millennia.
help you find in your
Above all, Mindful Dreaming provides the
nightly dreams the menknowledge of a profound spiritual map—the
tor and muse for which
Mythic Journey—10 sacred principles in
you’ve been longing—
mindfulness by which to live and the gift of
and the mindfulness to
dreamwork to guide you in daily life and
embrace what you have
relationships. Embrace each phase of your
learned.
Journey and awaken to the energy of the
Divine in your everyday life.
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Chapter 11

Dreams of
Apprenticeship

All the arts we practice are apprenticeship. The big art is our life.
—M. C. Richards
After the long and arduous struggle through the Quest, our dreams reflect
a growing trust and willingness to follow the guidance of our Dream Mentors.
As you read in Chapter 9, after a period of continued resistance, in our dreams
we begin to pray for help and even fearfully stand up somewhat to the Collective
mind (within us) on behalf of our Self.
Little fear is present in Illumination
Now in the time of our
dreams and what is present quickly wanes as
Illumination our dreams
the dream progresses. We move into the role
feel fulfilling and there
of apprentice to our Mentors who no longer
is an experience of
appear threatening. Instead, we experience
resolution rather than
them as helpful friends and sages offering us
frustration.
timeless guidance and wisdom on our Journey.
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Let’s look at some dreams shared with me by friends and clients that reflect
their own experience of apprenticeship as they learn to embrace the values that
foster expanded consciousness. Take note that these are Dreams of Apprenticeship because in each we are just beginning to learn. We do not act on our own
as in the Dreams of Embrace and Mastery that you’ll read about next. We
merely receive instruction in a heartfelt manner from caring Mentors. The
deepening of the lesson—our true initiation—comes in later Illumination dreams.

Mindfulness of Solitude and Stillness
Evie had been a member of my Mindful Dreaming group for some months
and had been taking very seriously the guidance she received from her Dream
Mentors about releasing ego strategies, especially self-judgment. Then she shared
this dream in which her Mentors, members of the dream group, were teaching
her about the benefits of solitude and how to become quiet within:
Each of you was trying to teach me a game that involved pebbles and
stones that were being buffeted by the strong current of a stream. I was
supposed to keep the stones still by using my mind. I was not very
good at it but each of you spent time giving me tips. It seemed that
the game was part of an ancient ritual.

5
Here Evie is an apprentice to her Mentors who are “giving her tips” about
an “ancient,” perennial lesson: the importance of stilling her thoughts. The
dream likens her thoughts to pebbles and stones buffeted by the heavy current
of a stream. Her task is the same as ours—that is, to quiet her thoughts and
keep them still despite the strong current of energy generated by her ego’s
plans and fears. As Eckhart Tolle reminds us, “The stream of thinking has
enormous momentum that can easily drag you along with it. Every thought
pretends that it matters so much. It wants to draw your attention in completely. Here is a new spiritual practice for you: Don’t take your thoughts too
seriously.”1
Indeed it is no coincidence that in Evie’s dream the work of stilling her
thoughts is not serious but rather a “game,” and the mood of the dream is one
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of playfulness. Why play? Because what other activity better suits the Present
Moment? In play, as in the stillness of the Present Moment, we don’t nurture
thoughts about the past or future, no worries or concerns. We simply smell the
roses.
In the dream Evie must “use her mind” to still her thoughts. This “mind”
is the mind of Witnessing Consciousness in which we experience that we are
not our thoughts. Again, Tolle says it so well: “The realm of consciousness is
much vaster than thought can grasp. When you no longer believe everything
you think, you step out of thought and see clearly that the thinker is not who
you are.”2 An “ancient ritual” indeed!
My client Gale set the intention to fulfill her own needs for the first time
in her life and to be less exclusively centered on caretaking her husband and
family. She frequently told me that she wanted a “sign from God” that this new
path in life was a correct one and not simply a “selfish wish.” Praying for an
answer to this question, she dreamed:
A friend of mine is leading me into a churchyard, whereupon the hand
of God—it’s gigantic—appears right in front of me. On God’s finger
stands the most beautiful angel dressed in white and with white light
radiating out of her and all around her. She’s almost too brilliant to see.
I’m in awe but we keep walking and now I’m alone in the church, which
is one of those Spanish-looking adobe buildings, like the old traditional
Catholic churches where I had some of my most moving experiences.
Someone says that the service can’t start until I put on a veil.

5
After describing the dream in detail, Gale lamented, “If only I could have
a sign from God that I’m doing the right thing.” I laughed out loud, but she
was quite serious. Then I realized what she intuitively understood. We’ll discuss her intuition in Chapter 13, but first let’s return to Gale’s very important
experience of apprenticeship in the current dream.
It’s interesting that Gale doesn’t even pause as she walks by the brilliant
angel on God’s finger—she just “keeps walking.” What could be more important than a radiant image of God and an angel right before her eyes? The
answer lies in the second scene of the dream.
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The church service—the ritual for accessing the Divine—cannot start until Gale wears a veil. This is the veil with which we create the solitude and
stillness needed to experience the Witnessing God-Consciousness within. In
her dream it’s as if the external image of God and angel, despite its extraordinary beauty, is just that: an image, not the opportunity for true communion.
Gale’s Dream Mentor is the anonymous voice that treats her as an apprentice,
instructing her to put on a veil and find stillness before she can experience the
answer to her prayers. When we discuss her Mentor’s advice Gale resolves that
she will make more time to be alone, reflect, and look within. It was only about
a week or two later that she returned with the dream she was seeking. You can
read that dream in Chapter 13 about dreams of embodiment.

Mindfulness of Humility and
Receiving Guidance
Remember the dream I shared with you in Chapter 3 when algae-like
plants grew up through the floor in the shape of letters and words that formed
messages from the Divine? Soon the growth became so profuse that I couldn’t
read a single word or letter. I had to release control and assume an attitude of
reverence and humility toward the Source as a respectful apprentice needing to
learn. Then I was given the tool—huge hedge clippers—with which to do the
work of pruning so I could continue to understand and follow the guidance
offered.
You read another Dream of Apprenticeship about following guidance in
Section I. Remember Lenny? He followed his Mentor, complaining all the way
about the roughness of their path and worrying constantly that they were lost.
But when push came to shove, so to speak, Lenny committed to remaining his
Mentor’s apprentice and took the proverbial “leap” right off the cliff. The lesson
of his apprenticeship was the importance of finding the humility to surrender
control, to give the benefit of the doubt to the Source and accept guidance.
I’ll share with you a lesson I received from a Dream of Apprenticeship in
an earlier period of my life when I was intent on being kind at all costs, overly
concerned about not hurting anyone and wanting to protect loved ones from
feeling loss, rejection, or pain.
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I dreamed that I was driving down a country lane, across which
cute little ducklings were being herded. I turned my car around to
drive the other way, but it simply ran backwards, even though I
stomped on the brakes many times. When the car did stop many
ducklings had been run over. Aghast and horrified, I apologized to
the duck herder, who then admonished me with great kindness,
saying, “Many of these ducklings would have died if left on their
own in nature. There’s pain and death in life, David, and you must
face that in the end you have no control over that.”

5
As my Dream Mentor’s apprentice I learned about my own limitations. I
realized that pain is a great teacher and there was no way I could or should
protect others from the lessons to be learned from their own suffering.

Mindfulness of Compassion
Perennial wisdom teaches that the rational mind, our ego, focuses on issues
of fear and survival, whereas the thoughts of our heart are concerned with all
that sustains and nourishes life. The great Indian sage and yogi Patanjali has
said, “Peace can be reached through meditation on the knowledge which dreams
give. Peace can also be reached through concentration upon that which is dearest to the heart.”3
Our egos thrive on future plans and goals, creating a purpose with which
to rationalize our worth or existence, whereas when we release the need to
prove our worth—empty our ego’s purpose—we clear a space in the Present
Moment to experience the sheer joy of life for its own sake, and our heart is
filled. Dreams, too, work to clear a quiet space for the voice of our heart to be
heard behind the incessant drumbeat of our ego’s thoughts. In Mindful Dreaming
we serve as apprentices to our Dream Mentors and set the intention to witness
with compassion the limitations and suffering caused by our ego’s demands.
A Dream of Apprenticeship shared by my friend Martin illustrates
beautifully the importance of compassion:
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I am feeling despair that I will never grasp all the complex rules of the
board game in front of me. Then, a beautiful woman begins to seduce
me. At the same time, she pulls her heart out of her chest, placing it on
the game board. When she does so, the board seems to glow and I
immediately grasp the rules and the nature of the game. I awaken
realizing she came to show me that only the values of my heart, not my
head, will provide the experience I seek in life—my heart’s path.

5
Speaking of awakened consciousness as the Philosopher’s Stone, alchemist
Petrus Bonus simply said, “To find the Philosopher’s Stone, we need to look
with our eyes but see with our heart.”4
Here’s another poignant dream tale told by my cousin Tricia. Her Dream
Mentor would stop at nothing to get her attention about this central issue in
our lives:
My dear old friend I’ve known since I was a child takes me into my
bathroom. Bending down, she says, “You’ve got to see this!” She reaches
deep into the toilet and pulls out my own beating heart.
I wake up in sorrow for the years I’ve wasted trying to please everyone
but myself, doing what I thought they wanted—and hating my self for
“failing.” But I knew things would be different from that moment on.

5

Mindfulness of the Formless (Transcending
our Attachment to Form)
These dreams help us understand more fully why we’ve been learning to
grieve and release our attachments. We are being prepared to experience formless consciousness. Dreams of the Formless teach us that the material forms of
the world are a creation of pure consciousness. Put another way, Dream Mentors show us that physical or material forms are impermanent and more or less
interchangeable. Instead, consciousness itself is primary, existing independently
of our bodies. This is the meaning of the old Chinese proverb: “I am only
interested in what remains after the pot has been broken.”5
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The phenomenon of shape shifting in dreams is an excellent example of
the secondary importance of form in the world of consciousness. In waking life
we may think something such as this: “My father Irv is my father Irv and his
favorite chair is just his favorite chair.” In the world of our dreams, however, all
bets are off. Consider the following dream I had about my father:
I am sitting in my father’s favorite chair and expressing my gratitude
to him for all that he has done. In waking life he recently passed on,
and in fact, is not anywhere to be seen in the dream.

5
My dream (a type of Return dream that you’ll read about in Section V)
reminds me that through my lifetime part of the core experience of my dad is
embodied in his chair. To this day when I sit in his chair, I feel his vigilant
energy, lighten in the aura of his humorous pontifications, feel the warmth of
his affection for the entire family, and see the virtual glow his love cast upon
the entire house from that one place. The image of his chair is not simply a
metaphor, but literally carries for me the energy—the consciousness or experience of “my dad” that a mere image of him does not evoke. What we love about
people and what I loved about my father is the quality of their energy—the
experience of life and quality of consciousness they evoke in us. In my dream,
the chair is an embodiment and gateway for that experience no less important
than my father himself. To dream of sitting in that chair is to embrace that
experience of life as my own—one that has not passed away with the material
form of my father’s consciousness.
In waking life we use mementos of a cherished relationship in the same
fashion to access not only the memory of that experience, but also the experience itself. In indigenous cultures the shaman may take an additional step. For
example, she may lead a mourner through a ritual experience of healing and
then use a feather or stone from that ritual as an amulet for the mourner to
carry with him—now infused with the memory and experience of that healing
process. The core idea here is that conscious experience makes the world go
’round—not the form it takes.
Another example: A client of mine, Patricia (whose dreams of conforming
to and hiding from the Collective you read in Section III), worried that she was
sometimes too harsh with friends and loved ones. She dreamed she was a beautiful
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rosebush. A boy reached out and was pricked by one of her thorns. In her
dream she understood through the experience, or the consciousness of being a
rosebush, that her nature was both beautiful and sharp-edged, neither good
nor bad, and that she was not herself to blame for the careless attitude with
which people approached her. As the saying goes: “There is no gathering the
rose without being pricked by the thorns.”
So is it more accurate for Patricia to identify with her image in a photo or the
image of the rosebush in her dream? Which better clarifies the nature of her true
self? Which provides the direct experience or consciousness of redemption from
self-doubt and blame?
Every dream image embodies a quality of consciousness—no matter how
much we want to label and categorize its symbolic meaning. To consider the
rosebush or my father’s chair as mere metaphor and to intellectually understand its “meaning” is to shortchange the conscious experience their image
carries and produces in us.
Even more problematic is the waking life attitude in which we see ourselves distinct and separate from the chairs, rosebushes, and material world
around us—even from other people. As it is said in the Hindu Upanishads,
“Who sees all beings in his own Self, and his own Self in all beings, loses all
fear.”6 This is why it is so important to meditate on every Mentor and object in
your dreams, because the consciousness or experience they embody when embraced is an aspect of our true self. Listen to the great poet Rumi in “The Sufi
Path of Love”:
If you are born of Adam, sit like him and
Behold his progeny within yourself.
What does the vat contain that is not in the river?
What does the room encompass that is not in the city?
This world is the vat, and the heart the running stream,
This world the room, and the heart the city of wonders.7
When we speak about forms we are referring not only to material objects
and our physical bodies, but to the forms we create with our thoughts such as
our self-image (how we view ourselves) and our social image or persona (how
we want to appear to others). All are forms with which our ego is identified and
to which it’s attached.
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My friend Stan shared with me that he had been feeling “stuck” for a long
time in his life—stuck in a job that he didn’t really like and in a marriage that
he knew had lost its vision long ago. But Stan was afraid: “I’m 55 years old and
I think that’s just too old to do any real changing. Don’t you?” I answered Stan
as I’m prone to do when anyone asks me a question that I think is too important to rest on my own limited perspective: “Why don’t you try incubating a
dream about it and see what you’re told?” I explained how that process works
(You can read about it again in Chapter 2).
The next day Stan shared this Dream of the Formless with me:
It was really weird. There was what I’d call a quietly powerful woman.
That’s the only way I can describe her because her shape and appearance changed every time I encountered her—yet each time within
the dream I knew she was the same person.
In my dream she has been trying to teach me something I don’t
understand by repeatedly killing herself in various ways—an approach
I think is very odd. Then I watch again as she places herself in a
crematorium. I see her burning up in the raging blue fire, her clothes
are melting to her skin, and her body turning to ashes. I walk by
feeling disturbed by the sight, but now absolutely certain that she
won’t return. I enter an adjoining room shocked to see her standing
there, fully alive and well, brushing off the ashes from her arms and
legs.
When I woke up I understood right away what she was trying to say:
Life is about being creative. Age has nothing to do with it. I can
reinvent my self as many times as I want. I shouldn’t take who I
think I am so seriously!

5

Stan’s Dream Mentor shows him that the very nature of life is ever changing,
ever dying, and ever being born again. The material world, our bodies, and the
images of ourselves with which we are so identified, all change and dissolve,
but our true nature—consciousness—remains eternal. This is why even though
Stan’s Mentor returns every time in a different body, he can still recognize her.
We are the formless essence of consciousness itself and we know its face when
we see it. I am that!
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Through Mindful Dreaming we stand with our Mentors as apprentices in
the common ground of witnessing consciousness, embracing with humility
and compassion the infinite array of shapes and faces—the suffering and the
wise within and around us. Only then can we release our iron grip of attachment to “one shape of reality” and awaken to the guiding presence of the
Creative Source in our lives—here and now.
Stan continued on as an apprentice to his Dream Mentor in many subsequent dreams. When you understand the dream’s message you know that there
really is just one Mentor and that is the Source whose many manifestations
appear nightly clothed in different bodies. No different are we than waves of
the ocean that arise and return to our Source.
Here’s a dream of my own that demonstrated with humor how I needed to
release my attachment about how a dreamworker should appear to others—
the appropriate “form” or “look” of a dreamworker. You’ll recall my Calling
nightmare of Section II in which I was surrounded by the broken bricks of a
devastated city. In that dream, the last remaining brick I was about to break
became a contract for a program that a radio producer asked me to sign. One
reason I didn’t want to sign that contract was my belief that a serious dreamworker
wouldn’t stoop to the crassness of sound bites on a radio call-in program when
teaching others about the profound nature of dreams. Here’s my simple and
to-the-point dream:
I’m watching Thich Nhat Hanh on stage spreading his message to
thousands of cheering people—as a world-renowned rapper.
I listened for a while and he was actually quite good! More important, of course, was the relief as well as chagrin I felt at being reminded that it’s not the image, stupid! It’s the message! Not the
form, but the truth that’s spoken—the quality of consciousness that’s
conveyed.

5

Let’s conclude with a dream reported by my friend and master dreamworker
Rev. Jeremy Taylor that demonstrates the profound reward of learning to let go
and release our attachments. A friend of Jeremy’s shared this dream, which she
had the night after the September 11, 2001, attack. She was visiting New York
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City at the time, not knowing if her childhood friend, who worked on the 32nd
floor of Tower 2, had escaped or not. Here’s the dream:
In my dream, I find myself in the midst of a forest that has been clear
cut—nothing but great, big stumps in all directions as far as I can see. I
am devastated. I am weeping. I walk through the destroyed landscape
asking myself, “Who could do such a thing?” Then I am drawn to stop
and look at the spiral pattern in one of the stumps. I realize how very old
this forest was, and it makes me even more filled with anger at the loss of
this beautiful old forest. Then I begin to be drawn into the spiral. As I
sink down into the spiral and into myself, I realize that this is a part of
the tree that I almost never got to see. I am drawn more and more deeply
into the spiral—down into a place of myself that is so wise, calm, and
deep that it is simply greater than my intense grief and the horror.

5

She awakened from the dream with a sense of calmness and clarity that
allowed her to get through the next day, even with all of her friends “freaking
out.”
“It is such a startling dream,” said Jeremy, “because the spiral of the growth
rings that serves as the pathway to the deepest truth and beauty would not be
visible if the tree had not been cut down. At one level, [the dream] is a metaphor of doing the psycho-spiritual work necessary to be a person in whom such
a metaphor of healing can rise to consciousness.” On the other hand, he says,
the dream demonstrates that “it is often through our worst wounds and injuries, both individual and collective, that we are opened to healing and more
direct communication with the Divine.”8
I would add that in this case the dream does not provide a literal Mentor
for the dreamer. Indeed, there is no one in the dream but the dreamer. Such
dreams are quite common and are still apprenticeship dreams, as the dream is
the teacher. Her Dream Mentor is the ancient, formless Source itself that draws
her into the forest and teaches her that there is a quality of consciousness that
transcends the world of form—one that to be experienced requires us to
embrace the inevitability of change, grieve, and let go.
Before moving on to the next chapter, take a few moments to explore some
of the practices at the end of this chapter. In the meantime remember that at
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any time on our Journey we are capable of receiving such uplifting dreams of
guidance as well as other profound dream experiences in the chapters that
follow. Our ego is always happy to tell us that we haven’t earned something we
want and it will have to wait for some time in the future when we’ve worked
hard enough, suffered sufficiently or have more time for it. Yet, all that really
matters to our Dream Mentors is our attitude of openness and humility when
asking for guidance. When you are consistently at one with that attitude you
enter the time of Illumination—and receive its gifts.
Though these dreams of Apprenticeship touch us deeply and shift our
conscious perspective, later Dreams of Embrace and Mastery, Embodiment,
and Being actually transmute our awareness as full-fledged initiates in a radically new consciousness. Until then, Dreams of the Formless simply point us
toward our destination and we may take solace from the words of poet Robert
Browning: “Ah, but a man’s grasp should exceed his reach, Or what’s a heaven for?”9

5

Chapter Practices

Remember the Experience of Apprenticeship
in Your Waking Life
Many of us have had the experience of being mentored by a parent, teacher,
or friend in some important area of our life. This is always a landmark event in
our lives.
If you’ve had such an experience, take a few moments to write about it in
your journal. Breathe back into the experience for the joy of it or for the feeling
of gratitude that it evokes in you.
It’s true as well that most of us have a remaining hunger or unspoken
yearning for a guru, teacher, or Mentor in some aspect of our lives. In your
Journal explore what you long for or yearn to be taught and why this is
important.
Incubate a dream to receive that specific help from a Dream Mentor.
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A Simple Way to Work with Your Dreams
and Dream Mentors
Here’s an elegant and simple approach you can use with any dream as well
as an easy way to receive the guidance offered by your Dream Mentor. I’ve
adapted the core method from a gestalt technique created by my friend and
fellow dreamworker Bob Hoss.
Remember that every dream character is a Mentor who has a gift of wisdom waiting for you if you take the time to get to know more about that
Mentor and if your attitude is an accepting or positive one. First, get to know
your Mentor.
Step 1: Imagine yourself as the Dream Mentor that you are
interested in learning more about and let that Mentor speak in
the first person:
ö a) Describe who/what you are and your key characteristics:
“I am _____.” ( You can write this in your journal if
you prefer not to speak aloud.)
Note: If the Mentor is a known person from waking life,
then become that person and state (or write) : “My main
similarities with the dreamer are_____; my main differences with the dreamer are: _____.”
ö b) “As (this Mentor) my purpose or function is to _____.”

ö
ö
ö

c) “As (this Mentor) I like _____.”
d) “As (this Mentor) I dislike _____.”
e) “As (this Mentor) what I desire most is _____.”

Á

Step 2: Now that you have come to understand more, consider
your attitude toward that Mentor: Are you angry? Avoiding?
Running away? Loving? Embracing? Deceiving?

Á

Step 3: If your attitude is hostile or negative, consider the advantages of giving him or her the benefit of the doubt. Ask yourself
how incorporating his or her perspective—if only in moderation—would be helpful in improving the quality of your daily
life in some way. If your attitude is positive, ask yourself how you
can embody his or her energy or perspective in the coming week.
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Á

